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PANDA FAN

SUPPLIES
1 qty.
Pre-made Paper Fan – white edge #30139464
1 qty.
4 1/4” x 11” Black Cardstock (ears, eyes and nose)
1 qty.
3” x 4” White Cardstock (eyes)
18” of 5/8” Sheer Ribbon - bow
Meriken 1/4” Double Stick Tape #30013284
Mini Glue Dots #30001510
TOOLS
Sharp Scissors
Marvy Uchida Clever Lever Punch – 1” Circle (green) #30028719
Marvy Uchida Clever Lever Punch - 1 1/2” Circle (yellow) #30028731
Marvy Uchida Clever Lever Punch – 3” Oval (purple) #30028763
EK Success Punch – 3/8” Circle #30136619

PANDA FAN
INSTRUCTIONS
Take the 3” Oval punch and punch out 4 pieces from the black cardstock. Set aside.
Eyes:
Take the white cardstock and use the 1” circle punch to punch out one circle. Next take the
1 1/2” circle punch, turn it upside down so you can see where you would be punching. Place
over the 1” circle hole, centered and towards one side; punch. This is for one eye. Repeat
steps to make the other eye.
Refer to the pictured sample for reference. Take two of the 3” black ovals and place on the
center of the fan at a slight angle for the eyes; tape in place. Place one white cardstock eye
piece onto each towards the top ends and tape in place. Punch out two 3/8” circles from the
scrap white cardstock. Place one in the center of the 1” black circle of each eye and glue dot in
place.
Take the remaining black cardstock and punch out one 1” circle. Place below the eyes and
tape in place for the nose.
Take the remaining two black 3” oval and place one each behind the top of the fan for the
ears; tape in place.
Finishing:
Make a loopy bow with the sheer ribbon and tie to the fan handle.
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